Creating a resilient landscape using recent research on
reference conditions, reforestation, and owl habitat
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Effects of Fire Suppression on Forest Conditions
1890s Grove of
Giant Sequoia

Same location
1970s

1860s
Mixed Conifer
2010s
Tree density: 64 stems/ac
•Tree density: >320 stems/ac
2
Basal area: 140 ft /ac
•Basal area: >300 ft2/ac
Average tree diameter: 26” • ATD: 14”
Canopy cover: 32%
•Canopy cover: >65%

Overly dense forests are not only a
fire problem, they also create water
stress: there are too many ‘straws
in the ground’è150 million dead
trees (2012-2016 drought)

Reference Conditions:
Rare modern forest w/active fire
regime (Yosemite NP)

Are We’re Overthinking Forest Management?
R

Managing forest stands for resilience and restoration
is fairly straight forward (reduce fuels and tree
density!)….
But, no we’re not overthinking it
Because creating and managing resilient landscapes
requires knowing how to knit a range of forest
conditions together…
How do you balance competing objectives?
How do you know when you’ve got it right?
(particularly under a changing climate?)

How do you create large-scale forest resilience
while balancing competing objectives within
management constraints and an uncertain future?

Themes:
1. You can only create landscape level resilience by balancing objectives
using topography as a template
2. Work with the conditions you’ve got but start developing the future
landscape that is more sustainable (ex. owls and reforestation)
3. Climate change and fire suppression are forcing a management
approach to changing pace and scale (larger lifeboats and the reality of
treatment maintenance)
Coda (1 slide): How do you know when you’ve gotten resilience right? (an
ecologist’s metrics)

In a forested landscape, how do you balance competing objectives?

Fuels reduction doesn’t
provide cover or habitat
diversity

Spotted owl nesting
and roosting habitat
is drought and
crown fire prone

If you leave dense riparian cover for
wildlife corridors, it can leave a
landscape wick for high-severity fire
such as here in the 2007 Angora Fire

Homeowners want to be in the
forest and have privacy, but…

Managing for Resilience: Local density, composition, and structure
vary with topography, which can be used as a guide for creating
So 2009…
heterogeneity

Does more recent research support GTR 220?
Ø Historically, forests were heterogenous, which is integral to their
resilience1
ØThe drivers of that variability were
productivity (soil moisture availability) and
fire regime2
ØOverstory conditions such as tall trees,
canopy cover, and size and number of large
snags is driven by soil moisture availability.
ØUnderstory conditions such as small
(ladder) tree density, shrubs, and logs is
determined by fire frequency and intensity.
1Koontz,

Variable forest conditions in Yosemite’s
Illilouette Valley, old growth with a restored
fire regime. Tall trees on deep soils with high
productivity, sparse understory in frequently
burned areas (steep slopes and ridges)

M.J., M.P. North, C.M. Werner, S.E. Rick and A.M. Latimer. 2020. Local forest structure variability increases resilience to
wildfire in dry western U.S. coniferous forests. Ecology Letters. doi: 10.1111/ele.13447.
2Lydersen, J. and M. North. 2012. Topographic variation in active-fire forest structure under current climate conditions.
Ecosystems 15: 1134-1146.

So a few small plots in Yosemite suggest this, but it needs to be tested it
across the Sierra Landscape. How? LiDAR: Light Detection and
Ranging. A data tsunami!

Aggregated by
height strata

Point Cloud

Depending on plane height/speed, get 8-12 laser pulse returns/yd2
Typically 35,000-50,000+ returns per acre

Compiled for
a landscape

Since water and fire conditions vary across the breadth of the Sierra, do
resilient reference conditions (old growth with > 2 low-intensity, recent
fires) also vary? Yes* climate creates large-scale variability in forest
conditions which are modified or augment by local topography
Climate conditions can
be readily calculated
from publicly available
data such as the Flints’
Basin Model

Map of layers used to classify climate – annual actual
evapotranspiration
(AET), climatic water deficit
(Deficit), and January minimum temperature (Tmin )
– across the study area using the Flints’ Basin Model.

We now have
quantified target forest
conditions for >20
climate classes

Map of climate classes with
catchments containing at least
one restored patch indicated.

* Jeronimo, S.M.A., V.R. Kane, D.JU. Churchill, J.A. Lutz, M.P. North, G.P. Asner, and J.F. Franklin. 2019. Forest structure and pattern vary by climate
and landform across active-fire landscapes in the montane Sierra Nevada. Forest Ecology and Management 437: 70-86.

Influences on forest conditions (here, tall trees) are nested across different scales*
çLocal

topography
Larger-scale climateè

What influences where tall trees are (climate, soil, topography)?
Water…but how to assess that across spatial scales (25-1000 m grid
cells)? Variable categories are outlined by line style indicating climate
(solid line), soil (short dashed line) and topography (long dashed line).

Cross-scale relative influence plots (left)
grouped by climate, soil and topography
variables and R-squared values (dots) for
generalized boosted models at each scale.

*Fricker, G.A., N.W. Synes, J.M. Serra-Diaz, M.P. North, F.W. Davis, and J. Franklin. 2019. More than climate? Predictors of tree
canopy height vary with scale in complex terrain, Sierra Nevada, CA (USA). Forest Ecology and Management 434: 142-153.

How to manage for a resilient landscape
Step 1: “Location, location, location…”
Know the template of your landscape: at large scales, drivers of
forest conditions are precipitation and temperature, which
become more biologically relevant and are easily assessed using
climatic water deficit (CWD: the difference between how much a
plants needs) and actual evapotranspiration (AET: what is
available).

So 2009 and 2020

At finer scales solar radiation, slope steepness and aspect [measured with topographic wetness
index (TWI)] are key.
These are nested in and modify each other
Step 2:
Overlay current forest conditions. Is stand density index (SDI), species composition, and
biomass aligned with the landscape and stand level influences on water availability and likely fire
intensity? Prioritize and treat where it is most out of sync.

2nd Theme: Static vs. Dynamic:
Work with the conditions you have, but plan for the future that’s coming

2 Examples: Recent research on reforestation and spotted owls

Are current reforestation practices, gridded pine plantings,
well adapted to increasingly common stressors?
•

Objectives:
Bypass uncertain
natural seeding &
vulnerable seedling
stage

•

Crowns soon
interlock controlling
light resources

•

Rapid initial height
and diameter growth
for ≈ 20 yrs

Ecosystem Process:

Kriged
maps of
structure
and
process
variability
in 4ha
mapped
mixed
conifer at
Teakettle
Exp.
Forest

Vegetation Structure:

So what’s wrong with ‘pines in lines’
Fine-Scale Spatial Variability is Tightly Linked to Ecosystem Processes
Forest Canopy Gaps

Ceanothus Cover

Litter Depth

4 ha fully mapped plots
PAR

Available Nitrogen

Soil Moisture

Forest heterogeneity supports habitat & biological diversityè ecosystem resilience

Current R5 stocking guidelines by species and site class are
high compared to historic densities
Forest Service
Minimum Recommended and Acceptable Stocking Levels
Forest Type
R5 Site Class Recommended TPA Minimum TPA
Ponderosa & Jeffrey Pine
0 and 1
200
150
2
200
125
3
150
100
4 and 5
125
75
Red/White Fir
All
300
200
Douglas-fir
All
225
125
Mixed Conifer
All
200
150

Pacific Southwest Region

Historic densities*:
Pondo pine: 51 tpa (range 29-64 tpa)
Red fir: 65 tpa (range 48-84 tpa)
Mixed conifer 64 tpa (range 24-133 tpa)

* (Taylor 2010, Meyer and
North in press, Safford and
Stevens 2017)

Problems with high-density gridded reforestation
• Method is heavily dependent on costly ‘course correction’:
• PCT often needed to reduce density, change composition, and spatial pattern
• Reduce shrubs with manual herbicide or labor intensive grubbing
USFS Regions 1-6:
40% decline in acreage released
USFS All Regions:
Budgets stagnant to shrinking
In 1980s, fire suppression was 16%
of FS budget, now >50%
2017 suppression cost passed $3 billion

Declining Acres of Sierra Nevada NF Ownership
Planted, Released & PCT’ed

High density plantations lack resilience
• when burned often leads to 100% incineration
(foliage close to ground, crowns interlocked)
is not resilient to drought mortality
(uniform density/competition)
• There is no variability in the competitive/resource
capture area
• Regular spacing is a crop production strategy for
maximizing growth
• can we do better?
Tamm Review: Reforestation for resilience in dry western U.S. forests
Malcolm P. North, Jens T. Stevens, David F. Greene, Michelle Coppoletta, Eric E. Knapp, Andrew M. Latimer, Christina M. Restaino, Ryan E.
Tompkins, Kevin R. Welch, Rob A. York, Derek J.N. Young, Jodi N. Axelson, Tom N. Buckley, Becky L. Estes, Rachel N. Hager, Jonathan W.
Long, Marc D. Meyer, Steven M. Ostoja, Hugh D. Safford, Kristen L. Shive, Carmen L. Tubbesing, Heather Vice, Dana Walsh, Chhaya M.
Werner, Peter Wyrsch.

Reforestation For Resilience:
3 main objectives
1) Divide reforestation area into
zones by potential seeding and
access/costs
2) Composition, density, and
pattern should vary and be
aligned with microsite water
and fire patterns
3) Build young forest resilience
with the use of early, frequent
prescribed fire

Stand
structure and
pattern of an
active-fire
forest, Sierra
San Pedro
del Martir,
Baja

#1) Zones With Different Strategies
Z1: Interplant as needed within seed dispersal distance of green trees
Z2: Cluster/regular planting in accessible (for salvage and planting) areas beyond seed dispersal
Z3: Plant founder stands in remote, inaccessible areas with cost and safety challenges

Z1
Z1

Z3
Z1
Z2

Z1

Z2

Z2

A partially salvaged area two years after the 2014 Eiler Fire in Northern California
Z1
Z1

#2 Proposed Planting:
Schematic of the initial planting & subsequent
stand development for a 0.5 ac (105 X 210ft)
slope of forest.
Clusters of seedlings planted where there is
more water (concavities), species varies with
local projected fire intensity, and low density of
regularly spaced seedlings planted between
clusters.

'Martir’ Baja forest structure
resilient to drought and fire

Spatial Pattern in the Beaver
Creek Pinery

#3: Build early resilience and genetic selection for fire tolerance with
prescribed fire: What better way to plan for the future that’s coming
Before and after examples of young stand Rx
burns on the Shasta-Trinity National Forest.
The upper pair, a) and b), show a mixedconifer plantation that was spring burned 33
years after planting. Surface fuels were
reduced, as was density by killing smaller trees.
The lower pair, c) and d), showing how the
burn in a 25 yr old stand acted like a cost
effective pre-commercial thin reducing natural
recruitment density.

Rx fire re-establishes selective mortality favoring phenotypes with thicker
bark and early branch abscission

2nd example: By protecting habitat, is the spotted owl a
static roadblock to building a dynamic resilient forest?

Van R. Kane, Derek Churchill

1

18 co-authors including
prominent
spotted
University of
Washington
owl biologists

Owl’s Impact on NF Land in the Sierra Nevada
Since the CASPO was published in 1992:
ü Retain at least 40-50% canopy cover
ü In a more recent paper, Tempel et al. (2014) “>70%
canopy cover is associated with higher occupancy and
reproduction”
How do you accommodate 70% canopy cover in fire and
drought prone forests? How did the owl persist when the
forest had an active fire regime and most canopy cover
(before 1850) was 25-40%?

LiDAR Analysis of Spotted Owl Habitat
18 co-authors including prominent spotted owl biologists
Ø Largest owl habitat analysis (by >10X)
Ø Dataset >65 Terrabytes, 100% of landscape sampled
Ø >2 weeks to run analysis on multi-processor computers
Study area

Nest sites

Acres

SEKI*

131

66,518

Eldorado NF

58

100,223

Sierra NF

63

101,511

Tahoe NF

64

770,795

Total

316

1,039,047

*SEKI
• Only owl demographic area with increasing population
is old growth, much of it with a restored fire regime
• Used for contrast with NF conditions and as possible
‘ideal’ habitat

Contrasting Spotted Owl Habitat

NF: Traditional interpretation of
ideal habitat:
6-50 ft
Profile showing large,
50-100 ft
tall trees
100-157’
Top down canopy transect
with high (75%) canopy cover >157 ft

Typical SEKI Habitat

Canopy transect with 40% cover
LiDAR also found owl
habitat without high cover
Profile shows tall (>157 ft) trees

Sierra Nevada forests can be managed to provide owl habitat while
reducing fuels and increasing tree drought resilience

• Key habitat feature is not total canopy cover, but the cover
in tall (>157 ft) trees.
• Owls actually avoid areas with understory (6-50’ strata) cover
suggesting that reducing ladder fuels and stem density
should not adversely impact owls.
• But many current owl PACs are not in sustainable locations
(i.e., often using steep, remote slopes that were inaccessible to
logging where there are remnant older forests) prone to fire
and drought.
• Landscape plans should consider transitioning owl habitat to
landscape locations best able to support tall trees.
Identify and foster large tree development in wet, fire refugia
areas.

X

3rd Theme: How do we change current pace and scale on N.F.s?
Historical Rate of Fire

487,486 acres/year

Rates of Treatment* (1998-2008)
• Mechanical treatment
• Prescribed fire

36,854
28,598
8,256

•

•

à Current treatment is 7.6% of historical rate
à Annual Deficit = 450,000 acres/year (NF lands in Sierra
Nevada)
à At current pace, due to maintenance, 2/3’s of the forest will
never be treated
Nevada forests are very productive…maintenance will
à Sierra
kill you unless we find an economic, scalable means of making
treatments extensive and cheap.

Where does the logic of this lead?

North, M.P., B.M.
Collins, and S.L.
Stephens. 2012. Using
fire to increase the
scale, benefits and
future maintenance of
fuels treatments.
Journal of Forestry
110: 392-401.
North, M., A. Brough,
J. Long, B. Collins, P.
Bowden, D. Yasuda, J.
Miller and N. Suighara.
2015. Constraints on
mechanized treatment
significantly limit
mechanical fuels
reduction extent in the
Sierra Nevada. Journal
of Forestry 113: 40-48.

Some Deductions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wildfire is by far the largest forest ‘treatment’ (100-500,000 ac/yr). Move focus
beyond just salvaging & planting high severityè leverage ‘restoration work’ of
low/moderate severity areas, by continuing fuels and density reduction.
Climate change and fire suppression are driving large patches of mortalityè
dispersed, stand-level FS projects (<3000 ac) are being overrun.
Deficit is so large, we should be using any and all tools (rather than arguing about
‘thinning [or burning] is the only practical way to restoration/resilience’.
Concentrate efforts: Firesheds (≈30-60,000 ac or HUC 12s) need to be > 25-40%
fuels reduced to moderate fire intensity. Higher % to be drought/beetle resistant.
To scale up Rx/managed fire, keep it burning using Yosemite’s push/pull approach:
‘Push’ fire into low fuel areas (ex. granite outcrops) during bad weather/dispersion
and ‘pull’ it across landscape during good conditions (will need much longer ARB
approved burn windows).

6) Increase mechanical by using it to
not only aid suppression, but also to
strategically place anchors to facilitate
fire use

Green is areas available for
mechanical thinning

• There are many Sierra Nevada fire/water
sheds untreated because acreage is too small
to effect fire with thinning alone…however
mechanical treatment could establish
‘anchors’ for expanding fire use.
• In eastern Australia, with about 20% of
landscape in strategic ‘anchors’, they
Central subwatershed above is left
reached a tipping point for widespread fire untreated because only 10% of area is
available to mechanical treatment
use

So how do you know when your landscape is resilient?
(An ecologist’s opinion/metrics)
Is regeneration and mortality within their historic range of variability for
a) Cause
b) Scale
c) Spatial pattern
(once established forests are fairly stable, but regene and mortality will be
the first signs that a community has ‘gone off the rails’)
Is competition driving vegetation composition & structure or
disturbance?
(we manipulate and model forests based on density-dependent mortality
[competition], but ecologists have noted that in grazed and frequent fire
communities, a ‘healthy’ system is most resilient when its well below its
carrying capacity.

Questions?

Malcolm North, USFS PSW Research Station & Dept of Plant Sciences, UC Davis mnorth@ucdavis.edu
Lab website: http://northlab.faculty.ucdavis.edu/

